This paper describes the development of a web-based interferences verification system in mold design processes. Although several commercial CAD systems offer interference verification functions, those systems are very expensive and inadequate to perform collaborative works over the Internet. In this paper, an efficient and precision hybrid interference verification algorithm for the web-based interference verification system is studied for injection mold design processes. In order to design a collaborative system over the distributed environment, the proposed system uses lightweight CAD files produced from the optimally transformed CAD data through ACIS kernel and InterOp. Collaborators related to the development of a new product are able to verify the interference verification over the Internet without commercial CAD systems. The system reduces production cost, errors and lead-time to the market. Validity of the developed system is confirmed through case studies.
INTRODUCTION
Injection-molded products are widely used and their significance is increasing. Life cycle of plastic products are shorter and shorter. Injection mold companies reduce lead-time by using 3D CAD systems. However, various problems occur in the design process of injection molds, such as a loss of cost due to the transformation process of 3D CAD data to 2D CAD data for fabrication of molds, a loss due to dispersed environment at the modification stage of design, design errors of designers, and large amount of investment cost and maintenance expenditure of CAD systems, and so on. Most injection mold companies want to use collaborative CAD viewers to overcome these problems. Several commercial web-based viewing tools, such as Spinfire of Actify corporation [1] and AutoView of Cimmetry system [2] have been developed. However, the commercial viewing tools offer only simple measurement functions and does not have accurate interference verification functions applicable to injection mold design processes. In addition, as they are general viewers, it is difficult to apply the viewers to the design process of injection molds. Ye et al. [3] proposed the automatic assembly algorithm using definitions of hierarchical relationships and geometrical constraint of injection mold parts. Chin and Wong [4] studied a knowledge-based evaluation system in the conceptual design stage of injection molds. Shin and Lee [5] proposed interference verification algorithm, to verify interference of surfaces of injection molds. They proposed a search algorithm to eject the mold product by using side cores. If interference occurred at slide cores, they are modified automatically. However, application of this paper was limited according to the form of injection molds. In order to design a general viewer with accurate measurement functions, a web-based design verification system was developed through ActiveX control [6] . To apply this system to the design verification process of injection molds, a draft verification system was developed through the incorporation of the draft verification algorithm into the previously developed web-viewer [7] . An optimized lightweight CAD file produced from a commercial CAD file is used to develop the dimension verification, markup and draft verification modules. However, interference verification of injection molds has not been studied yet. Interference of injection molds generates fatal problems such as impossible assembly, damage of injection molds, and so on. As interferences of injection mold parts occur at the small region, it is difficult to find interferences at the design stage. It is also difficult to confirm the interference free mold in the design process of molds. They are usually found at the assembly stage of injection molds. It is required to check and compensate for the interference before releasing the final design drawings. Interference between an angle pin and an evasion hole of the angle pin directly affect the fitting
